Abstract-A geometric formulation of the "null-steering" array antenna pattern synthesis problems for arbitrary array geometries is proposed. The formulation allows the use of some simple ktuitive techniques for the construction of the array weights. In particular it is shown that the optimum weight vector can be obtained in an appropriately selected "weight vector subspace" via a recursive projection algorithm starting from its known projection on the vector lying in the constrained "look direction." The algorithm is computationally very simple and can be used for on-line solution of synthesis problems for complex array geometries.
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Abstract-A geometric formulation of the "null-steering" array antenna pattern synthesis problems for arbitrary array geometries is proposed. The formulation allows the use of some simple ktuitive techniques for the construction of the array weights. In particular it is shown that the optimum weight vector can be obtained in an appropriately selected "weight vector subspace" via a recursive projection algorithm starting from its known projection on the vector lying in the constrained "look direction." The algorithm is computationally very simple and can be used for on-line solution of synthesis problems for complex array geometries.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE SYNTHESIS of array patterns to obtain nulls and side lobes in prescribed directions has aroused considerable interest in the past. Tbe Davies' null control network [ 1 1, for example, as well as several other approaches have been proposed for a practical computation of the array weights (viz., the amplitudes and phase shift controls) for steering nulls or placing sidelobes in specified directions [11-[41, [9] . The most common approach to the solution of these problems in the literature has been "via" polynomials which are used to describe the properties of the antenna array patterns. These techniques, however, tend to become mathematically intractable for complex array geometries.
In this paper we show that many problems of array pattern synthesis (for arrays of arbitrary shape) admit a geometric formulation, which in turn allows the use of simple intuitive solutions to complex synthesis problems. This is illustrated here by considering the problem of obtaining the optimum array weights for steering nulls or sidelobes in arbitrary directions and a fixed gain in a specified "look direction." If the null directions are chosen to coincide with the directions of strong interferences, these "optimum" weights would maximize the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an array for a signal arriving from the desired look direction.
The geometric formulation considered here allows the construction of the optimum weight vector in an appropriately selected "weight vector subspace," starting from its known projection on the vector (or linear subspace) lying in the constrained "look direction." An effective recursive algorithm for the construction of the optimum weight vector employs only the operations of projection onto an appropriate set of vectors or subspaces. Although no attempt is made here to give a rigorous PTOOf for the method of alternating orthogonal projections in the general case, sufficient justification for it is provided by considering some simple cases and by quoting similar known results in the literature. Numerical results are presented which show that the use of this method allows the computation of near optimum weights in as few as six to eight iterations. The usefulness of the technique to serve as a simple alternative to "adaptive arrays" is also briefly indicated.
THE METHOD OF PROJECTlONS

A. Prelinzilzaries
Consider a Hilbert space H with elements / g, h, x, y, etc., a zero vector @, and an inner product (x, y). By definition imi =V(7no>o (i)
is the "length" of f and the sequence (f k } is said to converge tof(written fk+f, if
limit Il f-fk )I = 0.
Let R be any linear subspace in H and 1R its orthogonal complement. According to the projection theorem 151, every /S f/ possesses a unique decomposition
where g E R and h E 1R. Symbolically
where 8 denotes "direct sum." Since (g, k) = 0, the vectors g and h are mutually orthogonal and the two linear operators P and Q, defined by the rules g = Pf, h = Qf, are the associated orthogonal projection operators projecting onto R and IR, respectively. As is wellknown [51, P z = P and Q 2 = Q = 1 -P. Moreover P is selfadjoint (P = P*) when (Px, y) = (x, Py) for all x and y in ff.
Next suppose that an element fEff belongs to a known subspace Rb, but we are only given its orthogonal projection S = P a f onto the known subspace R,. The question of interest here is this: how can we reconstruct ffrom g?
Let 
The algorithm for the recovery of f is suggested by (51, rewritten as (9) since this immediately suggests the fundamental recursion
Equation (10) may be stated in words: fk+l is created by projecting f k onto U b , then projecting the iesult onto N u , and finally adding g to restore the correct projection onto R,. The geometric significance of this cycle of operations can be grasped very easily with the help of Fig. 1 . The three subspaces R a , lR a , and R b are indicated as three straight lines of infinite extent passing through the origin. It is clear that it is possible to reach intermediate points such as D, F, H, etc., which tend to the limit A. For starting with OB and projecting it onto R b we obtain OC. Since the projection of OC onto R a is unequal to OB and therefore incorrect, the next step accomplishes restoration by projecting OC onto lR a and then adding the result OC' to OB. Thus OD is the second approximation to f. Further repetitions of this method of alternating projections yield the vector approximations OF, OH, etc., which converge tof= OA provided the lines lR a and R b do not coincide.
B. Definitions and Formal Result
The angle Bcf, g) between fand g may be defined by
The angle e(R 1 , R 2 ) between two linear subspaces R1 and R 2 is defined by the expression (12) or equivalently by
We now quote some well-known results that formalize the intuitive discussion of Section 11-A in the form of a theorem. 
This angle constraint is satisfied if and only if' P&&11<1.
c) In both cases a) and b), the sequence {f k } generated by the recursion
converges tofin norm; i.e., limit 4=/.
The convergence is strictly monotone increasing; i.e.,
At/.
1 The norm of a linear operator is defined by I. 7-,l -.up Jl^LlL.
GENERALIZED PATTERN SYNTHESIS A. Statement of the Problem
Let C denote the "signal look direction vector" of the n-element array given by
where pi is the three-dimensional vector of position coordinates of the jth element, u c is a unit vector in the direction from which the desired signal is propagating, and c is the velocity of propagation. The received signal is narrowband with center frequency wo rad/s. Similarly, let SI, S2, -. , S, denote the direction vectors of m(<(n -1)) interfering sources with forms similar to (18), where the array is required to exhibit nulls. Let W T = {wl, w 2 , --, w,} be the vector of complex weights of the array. The synthesis problem considered here is to obtain W such that
where [-1 denotes the conjugate transpose of the complex matrix [ * I.
B. Solution by Method of Projections
Equations (19) may be reformulated geometrically as follows. Fig. 2 shows the pattern synthesis problem for the simple case of a two-element array with the unit weight vectors w1 and w 2 chosen as the basis vectors for the space j/. The vector OC is the look direction vector for a broadside, and the constraint surface satisfying W C = 1 is the vector normal to C and passing through the axes at (0, 1) and (1, 0), respectively. The interference direction vector S is shown as the vector OS. In terms of (19), the optimum (or synthesized) array weight vector OA would lie on the constraint surface AL and be normal to interference vector OS as clearly shown in the diagram.
In terms of the concepts outlined in the previous section, we can identify the similarity of the array problem to the problem of constructing the vector f€ff and belonging to the subspace R b from its known projection g = P a f onto a known subspace R a . The similarity is obvious if the line OC (look direction vector) is. identified as R, with MN as lR,, and the line 0s (the interference vector) as 1R b with A? as R b . The unknown vector OA can be identified as f and its projection OB onto OC as the vectors g = P a f. The projection operator Pa, Qa, P b, an d Qb are given by the matrix equations
(20c)
•w, Fig. 2 . Weight-vector construction for "null-steering" synthesis problem (two-element array).
and
where the solidis is used here for division. The application of the method of alternating orthogonal projections to arrive at the optimum vector OA from the initial cophasal weight vector OC(= C/C T C) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The similarity with Fig. l(b) is quite obvious.
For application of this method to the more general case of steering nulls of an n-element array in the directions S l , 2» e -, S,, it i s on ly necessary to identify the subspaces Rb, lRb, and the corresponding projection operators P b and Q b , respectively. While l??b can be easily identified now to be the subspace spanned by the interference vectors S1, S 2 , -, S,, the identication of the corresponding projection operator Q b is a nontrivial exercise. As an indication of the complexity of the later problem, we quote here the following theorem (again without proof) from [81.
Theorem 2: Let PI, P 2 , and P be orthogonal projection operators on a Hilbert space H onto the subspaces ff1, ff 2 , and G(Hl, ff 2 ), which is spanned by H1, ff 2 , respectively. Then the sequence +P 2 -P 2 P l -P l P 2 +P 1 P 2 P 2 P l 1 P 2 P 1 (21) converges strongly to P.
This theorem clearly indicates the considerable complexity in identifying the projection operator for the composite subspace, even though spanned by only two subspaces with known projections. The problem, however, is somewhat simplified here by virtue of the fact that in the case being studied, the constituent subspaces SI, Sz, .
-, S, happen to be vectors. Hence the projection operator Q b for 1Rb spanned by these vectors can be obtained via an appropriate GramSchmidt orthogonalization of the vectors SI, s~, * -, s,, respectively [8] . Even so, the process is somewhat complex computationally. This procedure yields the following sequential system of operations to obtain the projection operator />"<*>=/-:
Equations (21) and (22) and other similar results in the literature clearly suggest the use of an alternative implementation of the method of alternating orthogonal projections for the case of steering multiple nulls in order to avoid unnecessary computations.
In the following paragraph we propose a recursion for this more general problem in the form of an extension of the recursion procedure in (16).
Define
as the projection operator (in matrix form) projecting an arbitrary vector onto the orthogonal space of S i, which may be identified as ub i . It is conjectured from (16) 
C. Discussion andNumerical Results
First it must be emphasized that there is no direct or formal basis for (24), except that it resembles the recursion (16) for the case when P b is exactly known, and in the nature of operations involved, viz. projecting onto each of the vectors in Rb, then correcting for the look direction response by projecting onto lR, and adding the cophasal weight vector g. The major argument in favor of the recursion in (23) is its excellent performance on real problems, which is discussed next.
The method of alternating orthogonal projections as given in (24) was found to yield very satisfactory results in less than ten iterations (typically between four to six iterations) for all example problems studied by the author. A large variety of combinations involving variations in array geometry, number of elements, and interference environments were tried with nearly uniform behavior of the method. A typical example is shown in Fig. 3 , which illustrates the synthesized radiation pattern of an eight-element circular array after eight iterations in an environment of three sources of interference in the sidelobes besides a signal in the main lobe. "Null" depths greater than 40 dB are seen to be achieved by this extremely simple (computational) technique. A few comments on the application of the above approach to "null-steering" array synthesis problems are in order here. First it may be noted that the array synthesis problem as given in (19) may yield very "sensitive," sometimes also called "superdirective," solutions particularly when the look direction and interference directions lie close to each other. Such solutions are obviously undesirable. One way of reducing this sensitivity is by incorporating a restriction on the "norm" of the complex weight vector = <*
with an appropriately selected value of a. An analytical solution of (19) with the added constraint of (25) is quite intractable. However, experiments with the method of projections indicated that the inclusion of a suitable normalizing step after each recursion as in (24) to force (25) still yields very satisfactory solutions with only a slight deterioration in the "null" depth and rate of convergence. Next it may be worth noting that this synthesis procedure repeated periodically can be used as an "adaptive" array technique whenever the nature of major interferences changes only slowly with time-for example, with sources of interference being fixed relative to a very high frequency (VHF) array but the directions of interference being slightly variable due to fluctuations in the ionospheric properties. A fine search beam can then be used periodically to track the variations in the angles of arrival of the interfering signals, and the resulting bearing information can be used to obtain the new set of weights quickly via the above algorithm.
In yet another application this method was used to provide an initial point in the conventional "adaptive array" technique based on the stochastic steepest descent [3] with slightly inaccurate knowledge of the interference directions. The descent algorithm was found to be effectively speeded up by nearly a factor of two in the initial stages. The method may, therefore, also serve as a good strategy to use at regular inter-IEEE TRANSACTIONS) ON AINlbNNAb AND vuu n.r-j.o, I vals to speed up the adaptation process even if only approximate directions of interferences are known.
IV. CONCLUSION
The method of alternating orthogonal projections proposed in this paper is shown to be a very simple technique for synthesis of "null-steering" patterns for arbitrary array geometries. The method is also seen to have applications in adaptive array techniques.
Impedance of a Monopole Antenna over a Ground Plane and
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Absiracc-A treatment of the input impedance of a monopole antenna over a ground plane covered with a magnetoplasma with any arbitrary direction of the static magnetic field is presented. The analysis is restricted to a cold plasma with uniaxial and quasi-static approximations. It has been found that for parallel and perpendicular directions of the static magnetic field with respect to the ground plane perfect mirror reflections can be obtained. For other directions of the static magnetic field, the reflection is birefringent so that the monopole impedance becomes modified over a dipole impedance. These modifications can be significant under hyperbolic plasma conditions. A short and a long monopole were considered. From laboratory measurements of a long monopole impedance, the resonance cone and the resonances corresponding to the antenna length have been observed. 
